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ABSTRACT
In this contribution, the design of a Light Field image dataset
is presented. It can be useful for design, testing, and bench-
marking Light Field image processing algorithms. As first
step, image content selection criteria have been defined based
on selected image quality key-attributes, i.e. spatial infor-
mation, colorfulness, texture key features, depth of field,
etc. Next, image scenes have been selected and captured by
using the Lytro Illum Light Field camera. Performed anal-
ysis shows that the proposed set of images is sufficient for
addressing a wide range of attributes relevant for assessing
Light Field image quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Light Field (LF) imaging is considered a next gener-

ation imaging technology. The basic concept was first intro-
duced by Lippmann [8] in 1908 as integral photography and
improved by many researchers throughout the years [1] [21].
LF imaging is based on a camera recording information
about the intensity of light in a scene and the direction in
the space of the light rays. Basically, the LF cameras record
multiple views of a scene by using a single camera in a single
shot, thus reducing the problems related to camera synchro-
nization. This can be achieved thanks to the presence of a
micro lens array that allows to record information on the in-
cident light direction at different positions in multiple micro-
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images. The most appealing feature of the LF cameras is
that even a single LF snapshot can provide pictures where
focus, exposure, and depth of field can be adjusted after the
picture is taken. Therefore, LF cameras open new possibil-
ities in many applications such as photography, astronomy,
robotics, medical imaging, and microscopy fields [19].

However, LF imaging system demands very large com-
putational power and presents resolution and image qual-
ity issues. The rapidly developing LF technology and con-
sumer/industry/academic interest towards the technology is
also pushing the need for the evaluation of the quality of such
content. Moreover, the several possible applications of the
LF images require the understanding of Quality of Experi-
ence (QoE) from different points of view. LF images are
subject to several distortions during the acquisition, pro-
cessing, compression, storage, transmission and reproduc-
tion phases. Any of these stages results in a degradation of
visual quality, thus pushing the need for evaluation of the
quality of such a content. The availability of ground truth
information, test image contents and annotated subjective
scores, are important and useful tools, needed for training,
testing, and benchmark the processing algorithms [33] [7].

In the literature, few LF datasets have been proposed.
The main features are reported in Table 1. Stanford LF
Archive [30] is widely used; however, the images are cap-
tured by using a multi-camera system including gantry, mi-
croscope, etc. Nowadays, different LF cameras have been re-
alized, (e.g. Lytro [21], Lytro Illum, and Raytrix [28]), thus
allowing the consumers to exploit such a technology. Lytro
Illum is the new version of the Lytro plenoptic camera, char-
acterized by increased resolution and processing capabilities,
while Raytrix is a so called focused plenoptic camera. As can
be noticed, the dataset [30] will not be sufficient to deal with
new challenges, perceptual quality evaluation, performance
testing for processing algorithms, etc., which arose with the
advancement of the LF technology.

Other recently proposed datasets [32] [31] [9] [20] [17]
[26] have been designed for specific purposes and the images
have been acquired by the Lytro plenoptic camera. In the
dataset [29], the Lytro Illum camera has been used. How-
ever, most of the images have similar features and motiva-
tions behind the particular image content selection have not
been reported.



Table 1: Most relevant datasets with corresponding features.

Datasets Year Purposes Features
Acquisition

Devices DM Remarks

Stanford
Light Field Archive [30] 2008 General More than 20 images

Gantry,
LF Microscope,

and
Camera Array

No Old

Synthetic Light
Field Archive [32] 2013 Compression

more than 17 light
field images,

includes transparencies,
occlusions and
reflections, etc.

Camera
(Artificial LF) No non-natural

Light Field Analysis [31] 2013 Depth Map

7 Blender and 6 Gantry
images, does not cover

the wide range of
natural scenes.

Blender Software
and Gantry Yes Specific

purpose

EPFL Light-Field
Image Dataset [29] 2015 General

More than 117 images
with different categories:

buildings, landscapes, etc.
Lytro Illum No

Wide
Range

LCAV-31 [9] 2014
Object

Recognition More than 31 images Lytro No
Specific
purpose

Lytro dataset [20] 2015
LF Recons-

truction
30 images with indoor,

outdoor, motion blur, etc. Lytro No
Specific
Purpose

Light Field Saliency
Dataset (LFSD) [17] 2014

saliency map
estimation more than 100 LF images Lytro Yes Particular

for saliency

GUC Light Field Face
and Iris Dataset [26] 2016

face and iris
Recognition

112 subjects for faces and
55 subjects for eye pattern Lytro NO Particular

for biometric

1.1 Motivation
The motivations behind this work are briefly reported in

the following:

• From the state of the art survey it results the need of
a comprehensive and well defined LF image dataset;

• The carefully selection of LF images is important for
the effectiveness of a test dataset. The selected Source
Sequences (SRCs) should cover a wide range of content
variation, since perceived image quality is significantly
influenced by the image content [23];

• In many applications and during pilot-test phases, it
is desirable to have a reduced set of SRCs, especially
if considering the computational cost of processing LF
data.

1.2 Contribution
In this article, a LF image dataset is proposed. The

dataset creation methodology, description of LF images, and
analysis of LF image content is tailored. In brief:

• the SRCs image content selection criteria is defined,

• a comprehensive LF image quality dataset is proposed
and made freely available to the research community [2],

• a spatial information estimation metric is exploited,

• an analysis of the features of the proposed dataset is
provided.

The dataset design methodology, adopted in our work, can
be used as a guideline for the creation of LF image/video
quality datasets. Here, image content is selected based on a
defined selection criteria. The dataset has a small number of
images but it covers a wide range and dynamics of content
related features. The dataset can be used for a variety of
applications including design and testing of LF image pro-
cessing techniques; encoding and refocusing, and LF image
QoE assessment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly describes the adopted methodology (image content
selection criteria, number of images, and image acquisition
device). Section 3 presents a brief description of the pro-
posed database, while the database analysis results are sum-
marized in Section 4, and finally in Section 5 concluding
remarks are drawn.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, scene/image contents, required number of

SRCs, and acquisition device are discussed.

2.1 Content Selection
Several efforts [24] [14] [33] [6] have been made for im-

age contents classification. In brief, many low level image
features (i.e., contrast, brightness, edges) can be used result-
ing in very large number of image content clusters [24]. At
the same time, the classification of image content based on
high level features (i.e., indoor, outdoor) is complex, since
high level features can be considered as a combination of
low level ones. Therefore, there is no standard procedure
for image content definition [14]. In this context, in [33]



Table 2: Considered key quality attributes
Features Catagory key importance

Spatial
Information (SI) General

perceptual indicator
of spatial information

of the scene

Colorfulness (CF) General
perceptual indicator

of naturalness of
the images

Texture General
perceptual indicator
of human fixations

Depth
of Field (DoF)

LF
specific refocusing applications

Transparency
LF

specific LF camera capability

Reflection
LF

specific LF camera capability

the authors propose spatial and colorfulness information for
image content analysis, and a survey of available image qual-
ity datasets is presented based on these features. Similarly,
image content is explained with the help of color, texture,
shape, position, and dominant edges of image objects and
regions in [6].

It is useful to underline that the LF camera can record the
angle dependent information [3], thus providing information
about depth dependence and Lambertian lighting. Depth de-
pendence implies multiple depth in semitransparent objects,
and Lambertian lighting is possible due to the capture of dif-
ferent angular information. Therefore, the inclusion of LF
images characterized by transparency and reflection is an im-
portant feature in LF image analysis. Furthermore, another
LF images key feature is Depth of Field (DoF), generally
used in refocusing applications.

Based on widely used image attributes and Human Visual
System (HVS), we have selected a set of key features, shown
in Table 2, which are categorized into general and LF spe-
cific capabilities/attributes. The details about the selected
general image quality attributes are reported in Section 4.1.

2.2 Dataset cardinality
The number of SRCs needed for a test dataset depends on

the required image content diversity and on the possible ap-
plications. The proposed dataset will be used for several ap-
plications including design and testing of LF image process-
ing techniques and image-related QoE assessment method-
ologies. To be effective, in quality assessment, the relative
quality score in Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs) must be
computed based upon data collected from a minimum of
ten observers and three scenes [16]. Therefore, the number
of SRCs is based on selected key-quality attributes and the
number of potential attributes that are covered by a sin-
gle image. In particular, the number of SRCs is determined
based on the key image quality attributes and each attribute
must be present in at least three images.

2.3 Image Acquisition Device
In this work, Lytro Illum camera has been used.
Finally, based on the key LF image quality (general and

LF specific) attributes image content is selected. The selec-
tions of the scenes will help to characterize the impacts for

(a)Sample LF image (b) Close-up

Figure 2: Encoded LF image.

quality attributes [15], and ensure that the observers will
examine the wide variety of attributes during the quality
evaluation process.

3. DATASET DESCRIPTION
A total number of 15 LF images have been included in the

SMART LF dataset. The all-focused 2D views of the images
are shown in Figure 1 and the corresponding features are
reported in Table 3. One single image can be characterized
by many quality attributes; however in the table only the
selected key attributes are reported. The images have been
selected in such a way that a limited number of images can
cover a large number of features and categories. The images
are from both indoor and outdoor category, and cover not
only the general image content related features but also the
LF specific capabilities, reflection, transparency, and DoF
variation.

The dataset has the following contents:
Raw LF image content : For each image, the LF data

and the relative camera specific calibration data are pro-
vided. The calibration data is needed to decode LFR files.
Moreover, the depth map, which is extracted by using Lytro
Desktop Software, information for each images is provided.

Processed LF image content : The recently proposed
LF image/video compression methods [4] [18] exploit micro-
lens LF image (as shown in Figure 2) for compression. To
create a composite LF image, the microlens images are as-
sembled together and overall image is considered as a single
LF image. For this purpose, recorded LF images are decoded
by Light Field Toolbox for Matlab [5]. The sampled RGB
LF image of size 6510x9390 (with 15x15 micro lens size) is
down sampled to 8 bit image and transformed into YUV
4:2:0 format. The available decoded LF images, in both
RGB and YUV format, are available in the dataset, and
it can be directly used for encoding, rendering and quality
evaluation purposes.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the analysis of the proposed dataset is

presented.

4.1 Objective Attributes
In this section, general content related features, colorful-

ness, spatial distribution, and textural information are con-
sidered to analyze the dataset.
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Figure 1: All-focused 2D views of the LF images from the SMART LF dataset.

Table 3: Images available in the SMART LF dataset and their brief description with corresponding key
features coverage.

S. No. Name Description Key Features Remarks

(a) Tile Tile with background building Energy, Textures Outdoor
(b) Table Table with sofa Colorfulness, Correlation Indoor
(c) Chair Chair on the floor Colorfulness, DoF Indoor
(d) Flower Flower with tile on the floor SI, texture Outdoor
(e) Sky Sky with natural scenes Homogeneous, correlation Outdoor
(f) Grid Grid with natural scenes Depth distribution, grid Outdoor
(g) River Flower and river with reflection of the building Contrast, DoF Outdoor
(h) Building Building and its reflection on the river SI, contrast, reflection Outdoor
(i) Car Car roof and building with sky Homogeneity, DoF Outdoor
(j) Stone Stone on the concrete ground SI, contrast Outdoor
(k) Window Natural outdoor scene with indoor objects Energy, Transparency, DoF Outdoor
(l) Pilers Pilers with wood and light Colorfulness, DoF Indoor/Outdoor

(m) Book Book inside a transparent box Homogeneous, Transparency Indoor/Outdoor
(n) Person Close-up picture of a person with reflection Reflection, contrast Indoor
(o) White Sky Natural scene with white sky Energy, correlation Outdoor

4.1.1 Colorfulness (CF)
CF is the main perceptual attribute underlying the image

perceptual quality and the naturalness of the images. As
a perceptual indicator of the variety and intensity of colors
in the image, the colorfulness metric is used [11]. CF is
computed by

MCF = σrgyb + 0.3µrgyb, (1)

where, MCF is colorful metric, σrgyb =
√
σ2
rg + σ2

yb , µrgyb =√
µ2
rg + µ2

yb , rg = R−G , and yb = 0.5(R+G)−B, σ is the

standard deviation and µ is the mean value. The R, G, and
B are the red, green and blue color channels of the image
pixels.

4.1.2 Spatial Information (SI)
As a perceptual indicator of the spatial information of

the scene, SI is used [22]. The SI filter [12] is proposed by
Institute for Telecommunication Science (ITS) to estimate
the image spatial information. The filter is similar to the
classical Sobel filter, where separate horizontal and vertical
filters are applied, then the total edge energy is computed
as the Euclidean distance.

In this work, an SI-based metric for images is adopted. It
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Figure 3: Relationship between the ITU and ITS
recommended SI.

is based on the ITU recommended SI metric [13] for videos.
The metric is slightly modified by considering only one frame
of the video to be applied to images. The luminance, Y,
of the image is first filtered by using a Sobel filter. The
standard deviation over the pixels in each filtered image is
then computed as an SI by

MSI = σspace[YSobel], (2)
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Figure 4: CF and SI distribution.

where, MSI is spatial information metric, σspace is the stan-
dard deviation over the pixels, and YSobel is the Sobel filtered
luminance plane of the image.

Both the proposed SI and the SI recommended by ITS
were tested for the proposed SMART LF dataset. The re-
sults show that, for all-focused 2D images the correlation
between two metrics is around 98% (shown in Figure 3).

4.1.3 Texture
Image texture is one of the most important features in

image processing. In particular, it has been observed that
different image textures attract human fixation with vary-
ing degrees [25] [27]. In the literature many features have
been used to explain the image texture properties. However,
in this work only four key features (contrast, homogeneity,
energy, and correlation) are considered. For this purpose, a
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [10] is used.

4.2 Dataset Analysis
To compute the content descriptors score all in focused

2D view, thumbnail image, is used since it covers most of
the spatial content related information of the scene.

The combined SI and CF distribution of the proposed
dataset is shown in Figure 4; as can be noticed the images
cover a wide range of CF and SI.

The image texture is examined by exploiting four key tex-
tural related features: contrast, energy, correlation, and ho-
mogeneity. For analysis, each general attribute is rated in
the range low, medium, and high. The levels have been
selected by equally partitioning the space in 3 parts.

The proposed dataset has 15 images and the images are
used for analysis. The analysis result is shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, x-axis shows the range of the quality attributes,
while the left y-axis shows the number of images and the
right y-axis shows images distribution in percentage. More-
over, the continuous plot is the cumulative sum of the his-
togram bars. From Figures 4 and 5 we can notice that most
of the considered images have low CF. This result indicates
that the images are natural; in fact high CF indicates low
naturalness of the image [11]. For the remaining general fea-
tures, Figure 5 shows that the features are well distributed
over the full range.

For the analysis of LF specific features analysis, to the
best of our knowledge there is no standard objective metric
to analyze reflection, transparency, and DoF. Therefore, the
images are selected in such a way that they can cover these
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Figure 5: SMART LF image dataset (y-axis repre-
sent the number of images and x-axis represent the
levels of each quality attributes).

attributes. As an example, the images (k) Window and (m)
Book are considered to cover the feature transparency, (g)
River and (h) Building are considered to cover the feature
reflection, and (f) Grid and (l) Pilers are considered to
cover the feature DoF variation.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article proposes a LF image dataset for the research

communities to be used for the design, testing, and bench-
marking of LF image processing algorithms and for QoE es-
timation purposes. In particular, this article provides a brief
introduction and analysis of the state-of-the-art LF datasets;
the image content selection criteria have been defined for the
selection of the content for LF image quality dataset design;
the LF image quality dataset made freely available online
in [2]. The adopted methodology can be used as a guideline
for new image/video quality dataset design. Moreover, the
new spatial information estimation metric is exploited for
image content analysis.
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